Transmission of Electronic CAD files:
Conversion: We will also attempt to convert many other formats using conversion tools available, but the
above formats offer the greatest chance of success. Harvey Vogel Manufacturing Co. can accept a variety
of CAD files, whether in native format or in a compatible middle ground.
The fastest and easiest way to send drawings is via email directly to the Account Manager you are working
with. A complete list of email addresses is on our web site at www.harveyvogel.com
We can also receive CAD files on CD-ROM and DVD (ZIP compressed or uncompressed).
On request, we can download via FTP from your site.
When sending a large number of drawings (50 or more), it is preferable to have them on CD-ROM via regular
mail or package delivery service.

CAD Files:
Part Drawing Files: For 2D Drawing files only, a .DXF or IGS (IGES) format is acceptable.
Solid Models or Wire Frame Files: Files preferred to be received in .STEP or .XT format.
SolidWorks Files: for (Solid Works) files, .sldprt or .sldasm files are acceptable.
Pro-Engineering Files: (Wild Fire) .prt files are acceptable.
Auto-Cad Files: DWG files are acceptable.

Other Systems:
Drawings: Our native format is KeyCreator .CKD files. This is a new version of Cadkey. As with the above, we
can also use the same files and bring them directly into KeyCreator.
Non-Import formats: We can print drawings for the following formats for quoting, but cannot directly use
them in CAD programs for production purposes:
.GIF

.JPG

.BMP

.PCL

.RAS

.TIF

We can also print documents sent in Adobe Acrobat .PDF format.
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